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Shane Smithers is a dreamer, a ‘blue sky thinker’ and a
practical man. The wellspring of his art is Darug country
which extends along the Hawkesbury River and reaches
into the Blue Mountains. The strong compositional
elements in his paintings reveal his intimacy with the
physical configurations of escarpment landscapes,
overlaid with the spiritual connection to them.
One of the driving forces behind Shane’s blue sky
art and thought processes is how to bring forward
ancient and valuable Aboriginal knowledge and make it
relevant to the contemporary Australia we share. His
practical orientation seeks ways to achieve the goals of
respect for Aboriginal custodianship of country, culture
and cosmology through teaching courses at university,
advising the Australian Defence Force on Aboriginal
cultural matters, and through exhibitions and public art
commissions. Co-existing intellectual streams that feed
his philosophy of art and life are his Darug heritage and
his PhD research which focused on the nature of ideas
and ideology in human and non-human systems.
Australians have become accustomed to terms
describing Aboriginal culture which are so over-used
they have lost any real meaning: ‘The Dreaming’ ,
‘Songlines’, ‘Traditional Owners’, ‘Country’. The
symbology and creation stories embedded in Shane’s
paintings, along with his explanations of them, reassert
the depth of meaning of these terms. More importantly,
he cautions his own people, art lovers and scholars
to question whether the now generic ‘dot art’ has any
real relevance to Darug and other NSW clans, as its
context and significance is situated in the Western and
Central Desert regions of Australia. Instead, Shane’s
paintings explore and reveal Darug people’s ancestral

Previous page: Men’s Dreaming Tree 2015 (151h x 61w)
The Dreaming Tree is an allegory about the connection
between mother and father, it salutes the creative forces that
give rise to all life and celebrates regeneration. I do not have
the right to divulge all of its mysteries. What I can say is that
each leaf is a diamond, as always so represented men’s dreaming
trees; the diamond shapes represent men’s stories. Additionally,
this is a scarred tree and within the scar is a complex symbol.
The concentric circles enhance the meaning of the dreaming
tree; on one level, they symbolise the entirety of culture,
but within this context, the circles are about connection and
complexity on many levels.
Below:: Flying Kangaroo (2017) (four panels the kangaroo
122cm w x 91h plus three panels of matching background and
vertical white lines 91cm w x 91cm h, 61cm w x 91cm h and
31cmw x 91cm h. Separated artistically it makes 360cm w to
390cm wide panel)
The Kangaroo Badagarang represents a clever man, flying
through the sky; in traditional Darug painting, the sky is
represented by vertical lines. The lines build the Kangaroo’s body,
while showing his profound connection to the sky and the sky
father. His clever man role is teaching young men, showing them
lessons carved in stone, depicted in caves or told by landscape
formations. He has a very important job to do and deserves
the greatest of respect. Badagarang is a clever man represented
since the dreamtime as a kangaroo. The additional panels of
vertical lines give further context to his journey through time
and space, through our dreaming into our future.

symbology encapsulated in lines – vertical, horizontal
and meandering, hatch pattern, lozenge shapes, outline
and footprint. Refined over millennia, these symbols
appear outwardly to be reduced to simple elements,
but each carries multiple referents as Shane indicates in
the explanations accompanying each artwork.
Shane is an Uncle in the Burraberongal Clan of the
Darug nation. In Aboriginal parlance this is not just a
nice bloke who may be some kind of vague relative.
An Uncle is one who has achieved the higher levels of
cultural knowledge in law and lore and gives guidance
to younger men. He is on a continuous path of gaining
Darug wisdom, which is a profound knowledge system,
equivalent to his higher degrees in Western disciplines.
Shane: ‘Understanding the signs and symbols endemic
to one’s own country is far more powerful and
generates a much stronger bond between the artist
and his country, between the artist and his ancestors. . .
and the places and stories that it references.’
This is particularly important for Shane and other
members of the Darug nation which was severely
impacted from the earliest days of colonisation of Sydney
Cove. A smallpox epidemic decimated the population

in 1791-92, and the settlements spreading along the
Hawkesbury River, Richmond and Emu Plains and into
the Blue Mountains in the 1790s further dispossessed
the Burraberongal people.The killing of elders and lore
men in the Richmond Massacre disrupted the passing
on of knowledge, but initiated men and women who
survived managed to keep Darug knowledge, symbology
and their connections to land and ancestors alive for
succeeding generations.
Study and research for higher degrees is another
extension of Shane’s intellectual and artistic capacity.
In addition to his PhD in Philosophy, he is currently
undertaking a Doctorate in Creative Arts, researching
if ‘the symbols used in traditional Dharug art can
be identified and used in a modern context and
contemporary style to transmit and share traditional
knowledge, and strengthen Darug cultural identity and
understanding of ourselves as Aboriginal people’.
Previous page:
Men’s Dreaming Tree 2016 (198 cm x 121cm)
The Dreaming Tree has a deep metaphorical significance in Aboriginal lore. Its roots extend well into, and are nourished by, the
Earth Mother, Wiari. The roots rise up to become the trunk, the
trunk extends upward, its branches and leaves reaching towards
the Sky Father, Biari. The dreaming tree is about connection between mother and father, it salutes the creative forces that give
birth to all life and celebrates regeneration.
The tree in this painting is significant to men and men’s lore.
I am allowed to paint it, but I do not have permission to talk
about some of the mysteries that it holds. What I can say is that
this tree is a men’s tree. The leaves, every one of which is in the
shape of a diamond, represent men’s stories. Its style is obviously
contemporary, but strongly linked to our ancient past, connecting
past and present.

This degree requires a thesis and the submission
of a series of artworks. Shane believes that, apart
from his role in Darug society, it is important that he
should publicise this research, hold art exhibitions, and
undertake architectural and public art commissions.
It is activities such as these which demonstrate
that Darug art remains as absolutely relevant and
necessary in a contemporary context as in eons past.
It may also assist other artists to embrace the art
style of their ancestors. Rather than being susceptible
to market influences which favour ‘dot painting’ as a
ubiquitous Aboriginal art style, Shane hopes that reestablishing each artist’s lines of connection with their
ancestral heritage will help them identify strongly with
their country, culture and people.
Shane called his 2017 solo exhibition at Sydney’s
Cooee Gallery ‘Big Dreams’. In it he drew attention to
the mythological, religious and temporal associations
in Darug creation stories. Abjuring dots, which he
swears have no place in the Darug artistic system, his
allegorical paintings are overlaid with vertical white
Below:
Where Sky meets Earth (102 cm x 198 cm) July 2016
(Finalist in Mosman Art Prize)
The windswept clouds set against a dusty sky are here hidden
behind a veil of vertical white lines. The difference in thickness
and intensity of those white lines tells of varying connections in
time, and place. The vertical lines represent rain, lightning or sky,
but here show the connection between the mountain and the
sky father, the giver of Aboriginal Lore. Biari is very important
figure as he is the father of all. He brings the wind, the wind
brings clouds and rain and with rain, together the sky and earth
bring forth life.

Below:
Wiari, Mother of All 2018
(91 cm h x 91 cm w)
The Darug name for Mother Earth is Wiari, mother
of all. Wiari provides the base nutrients that all living
things, including human beings, need to survive.
Along with Biari, the Sky Father, our culture affords
Wiari the highest respect – together their generative power is the basis of our lore. Our respect
for Wiari is extended to our own mothers, to all
women and their ability to create new life.
This allegorical painting employs the ancient symbol
of horizontal lines, representing the earth, extended
and abstracted in a contemporary way as a device
to bring together the iconic elements of mother
earth and the eternal generative power of woman.
The meandering red lines create the illusion of a
lithe female figure, expressing the anthropomorphic
mother earth. She is sensual and beautiful, she has
character and strength and understands her power
and appeal.

stripes - what lies beneath belongs to an endless creation cycle
of the earth mother, Wiari, and the sky father, Biari.
As Western Sydney Airport at Badgery’s Creek and its mega
infrastructure starts to rise on the rolling grassy plains of
what was prime agricultural land – and before that Aboriginal
country – Shane is venturing into largescale public art. Giant new
structures will straddle the landscape, so it is fitting that they
are earthed with strong Aboriginal symbols. Shane is scaling up
the Darug elemental and eternal meeting place ‘Where Earth
meets Sky’, for one of the architectural commissions in this new
development zone.
I am reminded of the Kanak poet Déwé Gorodé’s words:
Sur le ciment, la terre . . . (Under the cement, the Land).
Which bears the same deep and valid sentiment as,
Always was, always will be, Aboriginal Land.
Susan Cochrane

